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So glad I acquired this This book has been a lifesaver for me. I've Hashimoto's thyroiditis and
hypothyroidism. They were there the very next day. It's extremely easy to follow and the recipes are great
Oh so Yummy! Factors were humming along just good for 15 years after my diagnosis -- no
complications so long as I prevented dairy, which I usually did. And the next. And the day from then on.
ughhh did I state I am disappointed? Because of my strictly third , way of eating, I have:--eliminated my
chronic 20 migraines a month--eliminated my Lyme bone and joint pain--removed my Thyroid
antibodies--removed my Raynaud's SyndromeThis reserve makes following a Autoimmune Protocol less
difficult and enjoyable. I don't love cooking food, so the majority of my meals ended up being some kind
of simply prepared protein plus a salad or steamed nice potato.. (And yeah, still waking up with hives
each morning.) I purchased this publication with a good deal of skepticism. Cooking food for the AIP diet
is frustrating and, as somebody who put sizzling hot sauce on everything previously, how could anything
flavor good without all the best spices?pg., people with autoimmune have irritation, which often results
the eyesight. AMAZING STANDOUT RECIPES:pg. It's enough meals to last me half the week. And after
taste testing, I can confirm that everything is delicious. The sage and garlic chicken patties were especially
amazing -- I don't usually use sage or coconut and it's really opened my eye to tastes I previously
overlooked. I've committed myself to 6 months of eating quality recipes from this book and I'm hoping
my disease will get into remission. I'm not really a big enthusiast of cookbooks -- I've possessed and
tossed a lot more than I care to keep in mind because they by no means get utilized. 296 Raspberry
Coconut "Cheesecake": with a date crust. Alternative for a healthier lifestyle This book has changed our
lives. Just, WOW. This might appear to be hyperbole, but I've found this specific cookbook to be
indispensable: a game-changer; a life-saver (literally). I love how the pantry list, purchasing guides, and
weeks of food plans incorporate the recipes included in the reserve. Easy to follow. This is an excellent
cook book, but it is come up with HORRIBLY! (I have problems with Hashimoto's Encephalitis and
Thyroiditis, plus Lyme Disease.) Before listing the advantages of the content, I want to stress that the
reserve itself appears designed for ease of use in your kitchen. The cover and binding permit the
publication to lay perfectly smooth on the counter when you function and refer from it. Live the tested
recipes and food plans. And truthfully, the stunning and inviting photography and colors actually make
me Desire to try each recipe. I've found the display making me more powered and adventurous in the
kitchen--when I usually am too exhausted to desire create anything "new". Why? I'll be returning this
mess. I simply spent a couple of hours in your kitchen with this reserve and made an enormous batch of
poultry soup, sage and garlic chicken patties, a pot of collard greens and 2 jars of sauerkraut.88 Nectarine
Arugula Prosciutto Wraps: the creativity in this flavorful pairing is great for snacks, or when you have to
run into market and grab 3 things. After looking through the reserve, I felt inspired. 92 The Bacon Beef
Liver Pate provides really helped me incorporate offal into my diet, and I don't dread it, I devour it.pg. 132
Cherry BBQ Sauce: heaven delivered for someone who can never have tomatoes. Great, healthful,
delicious, and easy to follow. That got really previous after a month.pg. In 14 days we lost weight. *THIS
IS MY FAVORITE RECIPE*pg. 204 Seared Broccolini w coconut Basil Pesto: OMG, this is so so great.
Great photos, guidelines and flavor, many thanks! 220 Orange Rosemary Duck: you May still entertain
guests with succulent amazing dishespg. But I can already tell this book will probably get a ton of use and
stick to my shelf for a long time to come... that is spectacular, and safe. No gluten or dairy for the first
month either! I read up on the autoimmune protocol diet plan and was just a little overwhelmed about the
place to start. AMAZING I saw this cookbook at the supermarket and found it on Amazon for cheaper. It
creates meal planning manageable, and it offers Autoimmune sufferers a real sense of company in
creating their own pathway back again to wellness. Then one day (carrying out a pizza lunch time) I woke
up with hives over my whole body. I have tried most of the recipes and Love them! My whole family is
thrilled!!! I am absolutely sure it could be great BUT the typeset is fancy, small and faint with light colors



Okay, therefore i ordered this publication because I've autoimmune and it had been recommended simply
by my Dr. It takes away the trigger foods for the 1st month and has them slowly introduced following the
first month.There's the true beauty in this creative information: Everything included here are safe for
those actively healing Intestinal Permeability or putting Autoimmunity into remission. Lots of veggies I've
by no means tried before.. The fonts and clever design make following a recipes and sections extremely
clear--even for someone experiencing brain fog. Because following Autoimmune Protocol of the Paleo
diet plan can sometimes feel just like you have nothing left to eat. WTF? Worth it I started this diet
because of I have hashimotos hypothyroidism. The pictures is great, the recipes aren't super complicated,
and nothing requires too many costly speciality ingredients or devices. The cookbooks font is quite small,
and it is created in a extravagant font, and uses light color as highlights. I had health problems now some
of my medications I'm not drinking because I don't require no more. I think if someone really understands
and is composing a cookbook for autoimmune they could want to think about this, also that over 40
reading text that's in a extravagant type and light is normally near impossible.. I did so a little analysis and
understood I was having an autoimmune flareup. A basic typset in black will be awesome : ) Great
Recipes We've made about 5 recipes out of this book now plus they have all been wonderful.pg.
Delicious meals. After that it goes back to Soups and Stews, web page 175, but this Soups and Stews
section in fact has quality recipes for Soups and Stews instead of salads, but there just 2 recipes for soups
and stews. It goes from Salads on page 137, to Soups and Stews on page 159, but turn the page and you
go back to salad recipes (and page 145) and several of the are duplicated.! This cookbook solves that
dilemma even on days when you are feeling too ill to cook for yourself.?! In all my years I have hardly
ever seen such a badly organized publication of any kind. This truly becomes an individual assistant for
meal planning and is a wonderful help for struggling or overwhelmed sufferers. Easy DELICIOUS
creations, clear and basic AIP explanations, beautifully presented, with cooking and pantry tips. We are
more healthy. 169 Creamy Celeriac and Leek soup (w BACON): again, makes me not really miss potatoes
at all. And we are eating great food. It doesn't feel just like a diet food is healthy meals. Not with my
glasses could I read the font, super disappointing. Personally i think great.
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